Abstract-Three main characteristics of massive multipleinput-multiple-output (MIMO) are studied. The widespread use of these characteristics and their lack of validation motivates this paper based in measurements. First, we study the channel hardening when the number of antennas in the base station (BS) increases. Second, we focus on the channel vector orthogonality between two users. Third, we investigate the rank of the spatial covariance matrix. The data used for this paper have been obtained in two measurement campaigns with all real antennas (i.e., neither virtual arrays nor virtual users). The first one has 64 BS elements arranged in 3 configurations, and it serves 8 users with 2 antennas each. The second campaign has 128 BS elements, serving 2 users with 2 antennas each. Both campaigns include line-of-sight and nonline-of-sight scenarios, designed according to the future 5G deployment scenarios. We show the rate of channel hardening when the number of BS elements increases. We evaluate the sum rate of two users at specific distances between them. We observe the large angular spread occupied by the user.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE current growth in the number of mobile phones and other connected devices demands high data throughputs. The existing cellular systems fall behind the needed performance. Next-generation wireless solutions will need to meet the increasing demand of capacity, reliability, and energy efficiency. Massive multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) tackles these requirements and thus, in the recent years, has attracted a lot of attention as an enabling technology for the next generations of communications systems (e.g., 5G [1] ). The seminal work of Marzetta [2] describes it as a base station (BS) comprising a very large number of elements serving a much smaller number of single-antenna terminals in the same time-frequency resource.
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measurements. However, due to the difficulties to measure such a large number of antennas simultaneously, most of the measurements utilize virtual antennas to create the BS array [3] - [9] . However, some papers study measurements with real arrays [10] - [12] and some studies compare virtual and real arrays [13] , [14] . Simultaneous user measurements are reported in [12] . Some papers describe outdoor scenarios [3] - [7] , [11] - [14] , some indoor scenarios [8] , [9] , [11] , and some outdoor-indoor scenarios [10] . Most of the measurements have 64 antenna ports [6] , [8] , [11] or 128 [3] , [5] , [10] , [12] - [14] , with the exception of [4] that has 112, [7] that has 256, and [9] that has 400. There are three determining topics for massive MIMO performance that have only been derived from simplified theoretical models. Here, we would like to verify them experimentally.
A. Channel Hardening
The superior number of BS elements with respect to users leaves degrees of freedom unused. The excess of degrees of freedom can be used to reduce fast fading and average out noise due to the law of large numbers. This effect is called channel hardening, because the channel becomes more stable. This may not happen (or happen to less degree) in measured channels, because the channels are not independent as needed for the law of large numbers to be effective.
B. Users' Channel Vector Orthogonality
When the number of BS elements grows large, the channel vector of two users becomes asymptotically orthogonal. This result allows to eliminate the interuser (or intracell) interference. However, the orthogonality between users' channel vectors strongly depends on their relative position. Two users close to each other are inside the same radiation pattern beam [in line of sight (LoS)] or they see the same scatterers [in nonline of sight (NLoS)]. As a result, their channel vectors can be similar, and the orthogonality is affected.
C. Rank of the Spatial Covariance Matrix
Some methods for multicell pilot contamination avoidance, channel estimation [15] , and FDD transmission [16] assume the low rank of the covariance matrix, because the large aperture of the array in massive MIMO achieves very narrow beams, and in the absence of scatterers, these narrow beams render a sparse covariance channel matrix. This is different from the rank of the instantaneous multiuser channel matrix 0018-926X © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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that has been studied in other measurements [17] . However, studies on the direction of arrivals can be found, which are related to the rank of the spatial covariance matrix [3] , [6] . These three properties are studied from a channel characterization perspective instead of a massive MIMO performance perspective. This allows us to abstract from specific transmission techniques, and we can present the general properties of the channel useful in a broader range of applications.
The following study uses the data of two measurement campaigns to analyze the three previously mentioned topics. Both measurements are conducted at 5.8 GHz. The first one has 64 BS real elements reconfigurable into three array shapes: a very long aperture (6 m) array, a long aperture (2 m) array, and a rectangular (25 cm × 28 cm) array. This array serves eight users with two antennas each. LoS and NLoS scenarios are measured. We focus on indoor scenarios where moving users hold a handset mock-up. The second campaign has 128 real BS elements serving 2 users with 2 antennas each. The scenario is outdoors and includes both LoS and NLoS. The data of the measurements were first analyzed in [17] - [19] . The location of the measurements is carefully chosen, envisioning new scenarios for the 5G wireless systems (i.e., large indoor spaces such as shopping malls, large venues, and sport stadiums [1, Ch. 2]). Such scenarios can integrate very large BS arrays into their structures. We focus on such scenarios, because their high user density represents a challenge for the next generation of wireless systems.
The previously published results have revealed the orthogonality of arbitrarily located users, the degrees of freedom in the form of normalized sum of eigenvalues, and the condition number of the channel matrix and power nonstationarities across the array [17] , [18] .
In this paper, the analysis of the data from these campaigns shows us the hardening of the channel when the number of BS antennas increases. We see that larger apertures induce more hardening. However, the hardening is less than in the Gaussian channels. The Gaussian channel is defined for the rest of this paper as a channel with independent identically distributed complex Gaussian entries with zero mean and unit variance. We also observe that the correlation between users is tightly related to their relative position in NLoS and strongly depends on the radiation pattern in LoS. Finally, we show the rank of the spatial covariance matrix and its impact on the channel hardening. In [19] , these metrics were presented only in specific scenarios and users, while in this paper, these results are presented with the statistics over all the scenarios and arrays used in the measurements. 1 In addition, we present the impact of the users' distance-specific correlation to the matched filter sum rate and compare it with a simulated 1 Unfortunately, an erroneous scaling was applied in the channel hardening study of [19] . In [19] , a varying transmit power is considered using a scaling [i.e., (M/M ), where M is the total number of antennas and M is the selected number of antennas] in order to compensate for the array gain (i.e., the array gain is proportional to M ). Note that the scaling with (M/M ) was not mentioned in [19] . However, this scaling is wrong since the array gain is already compensated by normalizing to the average power across the BS antennas. The average power per antenna is (P T /M ), where P T is the sum power, and hence, the array gain M is effectively compensated twice, making the overall scaling wrong. channel. We also show the beamforming angle of arrival averaged over channel realizations for several scenarios and users.
II. MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGNS

A. 5G Scenarios
The first measurement campaign uses 64 BS elements and we call it 64-mMIMO. The measurement campaign was carried out at Aalborg University in a large indoor environment similar to a shopping mall with a staircase in the middle of the room. This location was chosen to study a 5G scenario called shopping mall in [1, Ch. 2] .
The second measurement campaign uses 128 BS elements and we call it 128-mMIMO. The measurement campaign was carried out in an outdoor scenario at Aalborg University, Denmark. The environment has a large grass field in the center surrounded by buildings three floors high. In one side, there is a road and a parking lot between the field and the building. LoS measurements are conducted in the middle of the field (at 30 m from the BS), and NLoS measurements are conducted outside the field, behind a group of trees (at 60 m from the BS). This location was chosen to study a 5G scenario called large outdoor event in [1, Ch. 2].
B. 64-mMIMO
This section outlines the main characteristics of 64-mMIMO. For more details, refer to [17] .
1) Three Massive Array Shapes: Three BS arrays are tested, all consisting of 64 monopole elements. The monopoles are arranged in eight linear arrays, named sets in the following.
The array sets are grouped into three dispositions, as shown in Fig 
2) Eight Handsets With Two Antennas:
The measurements involve eight mock-up handsets with four antennas (one at each corner), but only the two antennas in the top are active. The antennas are monopolelike with polarization in the plane of the handset along the larger dimension of the handset. Fig. 2 shows the handset.
Eight users hold the handsets in front of them as if using a smartphone for browsing. The handsets are tilted about 45°w ith respect to the ground, with random variations due to the users. During the measurements, the users move the handset randomly in a 1 m 2 area to generate small-scale changes in the channel.
3) Seven Scenarios: In the following, scenarios denote the dispositions of the users or handsets. Seven scenarios are tested, each one with specific propagation properties, with LoS and NLoS, and with a specific distribution of the devices. Table I summarizes the scenarios. Some scenarios are depicted in Fig. 3 . Fig. 4 shows a floor map of some scenarios. Notice that refers to scenarios where the two antennas in the handset form an array parallel to the BS. On the other hand, ⊥ means that the two antennas of the handset form an array perpendicular to the BS. F-InFront means that the handsets are deployed in front of the stairs, while F-Behind means that the handsets are behind the stairs. A more detailed description of the scenarios can be found in [17] .
C. 128-mMIMO
This section outlines the main characteristics of 128-mMIMO.
1) Base Station Array:
The BS array consists of 128 monopole elements. The monopoles are arranged in eight linear arrays, named sets in the following, each with 16 elements separated by λ/2. Two dummy monopoles are added at the ends of each set so that all the active elements have similar properties. The sets are separated 0.34 m. The total length of the BS is 5.78 m, and it is placed on the wall at approximately 4.1 m from the ground. Fig. 5 shows the BS array.
2) Two Scenarios: In the following, scenarios denote the dispositions of the users. Two scenarios are tested, LoS and NLoS. Fig. 6 show the two scenarios and their relative position to the BS.
3) Two Handsets With Two Antennas:
The measurements involve two mock-up handsets (the same as in the first campaign, shown in Fig. 2 ). Two users hold the handsets in front of them as if using a smartphone for browsing. They are allowed to have their own handgrip to make the measurements more realistic. The users move the mock-up randomly in a 1 m 2 area (i.e., approximately 20 × 20 wavelengths) to generate small-scale changes in the channel. In order to control the mean distance between users, a 1.1 m stick is used. One end of the stick is placed in fixed positions marked on the ground, and the other end is held and moved by the users together with the mock-up. The stick can be seen in the hands of user 1 in Fig. 7 . The mean distance between the users is modified by changing the position of the lower end of the stick. The positions marked on the ground are represented by blue dots in Fig. 6 . 
III. CHANNEL SOUNDER AND NORMALIZATION
A. Channel Sounder: Quasi-Simultaneous Measurements
The measurements were made with a correlation-based channel sounder operating at 5.8 GHz and a bandwidth of about 100 MHz. The sounder has 8 parallel receive channels and 16 parallel transmit channels. In the 64-mMIMO campaign, the sounder measures the 8 × 16 MIMO channel fully in parallel, which is further extended by connecting the elements of each antenna set (defined in Section II-B1) via a fast switch. The sounder measures the full system channel (64 × 16) semisimultaneously (i.e., within 655 μs), so we can consider the channel to be static during the measurement interval. This remarkable characteristic of the sounder allows the measurement of dynamic channels. In the 128-mMIMO campaign, the sounder uses only a subset of the transmit ports (i.e., 4), so it measures an 8 × 4 MIMO channel fully in parallel, which is further extended by connecting the elements of each antenna set (defined in Section II-C1) via a fast switch. The sounder measures the full system channel (128×4) semisimultaneously (i.e., within 1.31 ms). The massive MIMO channel is sampled at a rate of 60 Hz during 20 s, for a total of 1200 channel realizations in each measurement run. The measurement SNR averaged over scenarios, arrays, users positions, and all the antenna links is estimated to be 27 and 20 dB for the 64-mMIMO and 128-mMIMO, respectively, with a 5 percentile of 13 and 6 dB, respectively.
B. Narrowband Channel and Normalization
We focus on the analysis of a narrowband channel obtained via Fourier transform of the measured impulse responses. We disregard all the frequencies except the central one with a bandwidth of 2 MHz. We denote h (n) k (r ) ∈ C M×1 as the channel vector from antenna n ∈ {a, b} in the handset of user k ∈ {1, . . . , 8} in 64-mMIMO and k ∈ {1, 2} in 128-mMIMO to the BS array at channel realization r ∈ {1, . . . , R}, where R = 1200. M = 64 in 64-mMIMO and M = 128 in 128-mMIMO is the number of BS elements. h Normalizing the channel, we create a virtual power gain control, where the received energy from each user antenna is normalized as
where · is the Euclidean norm.
With this normalization, we remove the user impact and handset antenna power imbalance, but we keep the differences among BS elements. We denote H(r ) ∈ C M×K N as the channel matrix made out of the normalized vectors in (1).
IV. CHANNEL HARDENING
One of the most promising features of massive MIMO is its capability to harden the channel. In other words, the fast fading is reduced and the noise is averaged out as a result of the law of large numbers [20] . Channel hardening allows to allocate resources in a longer time period, since the fast variations of the channel vanish. In addition, the signal power of each user is more stable, so the outage probability is reduced.
A. Standard Deviation of the Mean Power
To study the channel hardening effect, we compute the standard deviation of the mean power across the antennas of the BS array. The mean power is
where M is the selected number of BS elements. The standard deviation is computed over the R realizations of the channel as
where
k (r ) is the mean power over the realizations.
We distinguish two situations. First, the power variations across the array are removed using (4) (meaning that the power at each antenna averaged over all the measurements is the same). Second, the power variations across the array are maintained using the normalization described in (1) .
In order to remove the power variations across the array, the channel coefficient is normalized as follows:
where | · | is the absolute value. This normalization creates a virtual power gain control that removes the user power imbalance and the differences among BS elements. Fig. 8 shows the results of the standard deviation for both normalizations in the NLoS scenario and user 1 antenna b in the first position. The antennas are selected in a consecutive order starting from the right side of the array in Fig. 5 . In addition, the power of each antenna averaged over the channel realizations is presented. We observe that the channel hardening is affected by two factors. Adding more antennas with similar or less power reduces the standard deviation, and adding more antennas with higher power increases the standard deviation. When a sufficient number of high power antennas are added, then the law of large numbers becomes effective again. The first is a consequence of the law of large numbers, and it contributes to the channel hardening of the massive MIMO channel. However, due to the LA of the massive MIMO arrays, large power variations are observed across the array. These power variations can be detrimental to the channel hardening.
In Fig. 8 , we see a decrease of the standard deviation for the first 16 antennas, because their power is similar. The large power of antennas 16-40 increases the standard deviation, which decreases after antenna 60 because the power of the antennas is reduced again. These effects are reduced in the standard deviation after removing the power variations across the array using the normalization presented in (4).
In the following, we keep the power variations across the array using (1) . In order to have more representative results, the standard deviation is averaged over all the positions of the subset of M consecutive antennas over the array. The results are also averaged out over all the users.
First, we focus on 64-mMIMO. Fig. 9 shows the standard deviation of the mean power in the S-LoS ⊥ scenario. The results for a theoretical Gaussian channel are used as a reference.
The results show a decrease of channel variations when increasing the number of BS antennas. The VLA has the most hardening effect, followed by the LA which in turn is better than the C2D array. When the aperture of the array increases, some of the antennas become more separated, which is likely to create less correlated channels and more hardening. We observe an increase in the standard deviation when the number of BS antennas is very high. The reason is the effect of power variations across the array. Even if we averaged for different positions of the subset of antennas, for a certain number of antennas M , the antennas in the middle of the array might be included more times in the subset than the antennas at the edges. However, when the number of antennas in the subset is small or large, all the antennas are included approximately the same number of times in the subset. For example, considering subsets of one antenna, each antenna in the array is included once. Considering subsets of two consecutive antennas, the first and last antennas of the array are included in one subset, and the rest of the antennas are included in two subsets.
In order to have a broader view of the result, in Fig. 10 , we plot the same metric for the maximum number of elements in the BS array (i.e., 64 antennas), taking the statistics across the 16 user antennas, for each array and scenario measured, which gives 16 samples per box. The boxplot shows the first and third quartiles as the bottom and top of the box, and the line inside the box is the second quartile (i.e., the median). The crosses in red are the outliers. Calling Q1 and Q3 the first and third quartiles, the outliers are the values below Q1 − k(Q3 − Q1) and above Q3 + k(Q3 − Q1). Here, k = 1.5. The outliers depend on the value k and do not necessarily represent erroneous data. Here, we use the boxplot to show the statistics of the data and not to find erroneous data. The median of the 16 user antennas shows that for all the scenarios, except the S-NLoS, the VLA has the strongest channel hardening, followed by the LA which in turn is better than the C2D. Thus, the conclusions obtained in Fig. 9 can be generalized in a statistical sense for most of the scenarios.
Second, we focus on 128-mMIMO. We also keep the power variations across the array, and we average over all possible subsets of antennas and the different user antennas. Fig. 11 shows the standard deviation of the mean power in both LoS and NLoS scenarios. The Gaussian channel is also plotted as a reference. The results show a hardening effect in the channel. The standard deviation is larger for the NLoS scenario than for the LoS one.
In order to quantify the hardening, we look at the ratio of the mean standard deviation obtained with 1 antenna to the mean standard deviation obtained with 128 antennas. In the Gaussian channel, the ratio is 21 dB, while in the LoS, it is 6 dB, and in the NLoS, it is 10 dB. Despite the differences between the Gaussian channel and the measured channels, the measured hardening is still significant.
In order to generalize the results, we look at the statistics over users and their positions. In Fig. 12 , we show the same metric for 128 BS antennas taking the statistics over the 4 user antennas and all the measured positions of the users, which gives 84 samples for the NLoS scenario and the Gaussian channel boxes and 40 samples for the LoS scenario box. We observe that the measured channels show a larger dispersion compared with the Gaussian channel as it is expected due to variation in the surroundings, handgrip, and so on. We also observe the stronger hardening in the LoS scenario compared with the NLoS scenario. The NLoS scenario in some cases achieves as much hardening as the LoS, but the median and the interquartile range are smaller for the LoS scenario.
As a conclusion, we observe the channel hardening effect when the number of BS antennas increases, but not as strong as for the Gaussian channel. We distinguish two effects that impact the channel hardening. First, if all the antennas of the array have similar power, adding more antennas increases the hardening. Second, if some antennas have higher power than the other antennas, the hardening is reduced. We also showed the improvement brought by increasing the aperture of the array and the small impact of the LoS or NLoS scenarios.
V. MULTIUSER ORTHOGONALITY AND SUM RATE
A. NLoS
The orthogonality between the channel vector of user k 1 and user k 2 is represented by its normalized scalar product
where |·| is the absolute value and the superscript H denotes the conjugate transpose. Fig. 13 shows the mean scalar product over the R realizations of the channel. First, we put our attention into the dependence of the channel vector orthogonality with the distance between users. When two users are placed in the same position, their signals experience the same propagation phenomena (e.g., reflexion, diffraction, and so on). Therefore, the channels become highly correlated with a level up to 0.65. The channels are not exactly the same due to the handgrip of the users and small variations in the position, since they cannot be at the same physical position. Increasing the distance between users decreases the inner product of their channel vectors. This result is complementary to the analysis in [17, Sec. III-A] where the inner product between users is observed to decrease with the distance between users. About 0.2 correlation is observed for users separated more than approximately 1 m as also observed for well-separated users and using 128 BS antennas in [4] and [10] .
The previous result on the inner product has a clear impact on the sum rate of the system, as linear precoders rely on the low correlation level of the users to simultaneously transmit independent data streams to them. Here, we analyze the sum rate of the system using the matched filter precoder.
The channel matrix is composed by the two channel vectors of the users using only one antenna
The channel matrix H(r ) is normalized to achieve the desired average SNR
where · f is the Frobenius norm. We compute the SINR of each user considering an SNR of 15 dB as
where W i is the precoding vector for user i , H i is the channel vector for user i , α is the normalization factor, and σ 2 is the power of the noise. The throughput for user k is computed as R k = log(1 + SINR k ). The sum rate is obtained summing the throughput R k of all the users. As expected, the sum rate shown in Fig. 14 is strongly related to the inner product between user's channel vectors. When the users are in the same location, the sum rate drops nearly 50% of that when they are well-separated.
In Fig. 14 , we investigate the effect of increasing the number of BS elements from 4 to 128 while increasing the aperture. The elements are chosen in a consecutive order from the right side in Fig. 5 . In the worst scenario presented (i.e., four BS elements), there is hardly an improvement as the interuser distance increases. When the users are wellseparated, the improvement brought by an increase number of antennas is visible. This holds also true for a relatively close users, up to around 1 m separation. When the users become very closely spaced (20-80 cm) , the impact of the increase number of antennas becomes much less significant.
The position of the elements (specially the aperture of the array, defined as the maximum distance between any two elements) plays a key role in defining the users' orthogonality. In the previous example, the aperture of the array was increased at the same time as the number of elements. Next, we keep the aperture constant when increasing the number of elements. The results are presented in Fig. 15 . In this figure, two regions can be defined, namely, an element limited region and an aperture limited region. For arrays with more than 16 elements, the matched filter sum rate is mainly defined by the aperture of the array, since the curves show a similar performance regardless the number of elements. The other region can be observed for the number of elements below 16. The matched filter sum rate becomes limited by the number of elements, regardless the aperture of the array.
B. LoS
The matched filter sum rate is also studied in the LoS scenario. In this scenario, the results are much related with the radiation pattern of the BS array, since the channel is dominated by the LoS component. For this reason, the sum rate highly depends on the relative position of the users with respect to the main beam and grating lobes. By observing Fig. 16 , where we show the channel vector scalar product [as described in (5)] of a simulated scenario and the measured one, we see that the position of the BS elements strongly impacts the result. In the simulation, for 16 elements or less, there are no grating lobes, because the separation between consecutive elements is half the wavelength. When the number of elements includes two sets of 16 elements, a correlation peak appears at 2 m separation between users due to the grating lobe. For an array with three sets, another peak of correlation appears and so on. The measurements follow a similar pattern with high correlation at 2 m, lower correlation at 4 m, and so on. 4 m separated users are well-separated for large arrays that have narrow beams, so we observe similar correlations to [4] and [10] of about 0.2. Smaller arrays have larger correlation than [4] and [10] , because our 4 m separation is smaller than the beamwidth, but their tenths of meters separation is larger. Fig. 17 shows the matched filter sum rate for the LoS scenario. First of all, notice that for a user separation of 2 m, the arrays with several sets (i.e., more than 16 elements) have a "valley" in the sum rate due to the grating lobe, while the arrays with only one set (i.e., less or equal than 16 elements) do not see this effect. Especially, in the curve of 32-element array, the symmetry with the previous figure (see Fig. 16 ) is very clear. At separation 1 m, the null in correlation translates to a high sum rate. After these few examples, it seems that in LoS, the sum rate is related to the radiation pattern of the BS array.
VI. RANK OF THE SPATIAL COVARIANCE MATRIX
To investigate the rank of the spatial covariance matrix, we compute the covariance matrix from the BS side
Using an eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrix, we obtain a set of eigenvalues = [λ 1 . . . λ M ], where M is the number of selected BS elements. Fig. 18 shows the eigenvalue profile for user 1, antenna a, in all the 64-mMIMO measured scenarios with users.
For the LoS scenarios, the total energy is generally concentrated on fewer eigenvalues compared with the NLOS scenarios. For example, a level of −15 dB is reached at about 10 eigenvalues or less for the LoS scenarios, whereas about 20 eigenvalues are needed to reach that level in the NLoS scenarios. However, all the profiles are decaying smoothly, so that determining the rank of the spatial covariance matrix effectively depends on the choice of threshold.
The smoothness of the curves can be attributed to the limitations of practical measurements, such as the limited number of measurements, a degree of nonstationarity of the channel, and inevitable imperfections such as noise and spurious signals.
Insight into the channel rank properties can also be gained by analyzing the angle of arrivals. Fig. 19 shows the average beamforming spectra (Hamming weighted) obtained with the LA, Set 3 in both LoS and NLoS with different users. While it is possible to identify a main angle of arrival for the case of a nearby LOS user, it is also clear that the distribution over angle is much more even in the NLOS scenarios, as expected from the eigenvalue distributions in Fig. 18 . Even if the users have a dominant path, we observe energy scattered in other angles, as also reported in [3] and [5] .
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper investigates three major characteristics of massive MIMO channels that are widely accepted and used in most of the theoretical studies, but they have, to the best of our knowledge, never been verified in measured propagation channels. These characteristics are the channel hardening in terms of mean power across the array, user orthogonality for specific distances between users and the rank of the spatial covariance matrix.
The presented results confirm the channel hardening effect of the massive MIMO channels. This paper shows how the standard deviation of the mean power across the BS array decreases when the number of elements in the array increases, but only if they have a similar power level. We also show the stronger hardening brought by increasing the aperture of the array.
This paper also shows the sum rate of the matched filter precoder of two users separated certain distances. The results show that in NLoS scenarios, the sum rate decreases when the users are close to each other. In LoS scenarios, the sum rate depends on the exact position of the users respect to the beam created by the array. It makes clear the importance of taking into account the distance between the users to model the system.
Finally, in the study on the rank of the spatial covariance matrix, the profile of eigenvalues of the covariance matrix does not show a clear group of effective eigenvalues. Looking at the angle of arrival of the signal, it is clear that the energy is scattered in multiple directions, except in LoS with users very close to the BS array. He is currently at the Department of Electronic Systems, Antennas, Propagation and Millimeter-Wave Systems Section, Aalborg University. His current research interests include experimental investigation of the mobile radio channel and the influence mobile device users have on the channel. Among other things, he has been involved in massive MIMO and mm-wave channel sounding and modeling, and measurements using live GSM and LTE networks. In addition, he has been working with radio performance evaluation, including over the air testing of active wireless devices.
